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Akasa Alpen Notebook
Cooling Stand with 4 Port
USB Hub

$44.95

Product Images

Short Description
Alpen is an ergonomic cooling stand that helps to eliminate the primary cause of neck and back strain while
working with notebooks. Five easily adjustable positions provide the optimum screen height for most for
relaxed notebook use.
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Description
Alpen is an ergonomic cooling stand that helps to eliminate the primary cause of neck and back strain while
working with notebooks. Five easily adjustable positions provide the optimum screen height for most for
relaxed notebook use.
It is beneficial to lower the temperature of your notebook as they can get very warm and overheat. Two ultra
quiet fans effectively cool the notebook base extending CPU, HDD and battery life. Cooler notebook also
means the noise level of internal PC fans stays on minimum providing a quieter working environment.
Non slip rubber feet and a raised front support secure your Notebook in a comfortable position making
keyboard use a pleasure. Alpen utilizes a top cooling plate made from high-grade aluminum.

Features
Five height positions for eye level screen use
Stylish aluminium top panel with large grille for performance cooling
Two ultra-quiet fans with on/off switch
Powered directly from notebook USB
Suitable for 12-15.6 notebooks

Specifications
Product Type: Notebook fan
Package Content:USB cable
Color: Matte black
Product Material: Aluminium
Dimensions (WxDxH): 33.5 cm x 29.6 cm x 5.6 cm
Weight: 0.93 kg
Features: Non-slip feet, USB powered, on/off switch
Box Contents:
AK-NBCH-30BK Notebook Cooling Stand
USB DC Power Cable
4-port USB Hub
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Additional Information
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Brand

Akasa

SKU

AK-NBCH-30BK-D

Weight

5.0000

Color

Black

Vendor SKU/EAN

4710614531352
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